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  Artificial intelligence is one of the buzzwords today, especially as society enters into
Industrial Revolution 4.0. Governments, businesses, higher learning institutions and
politicians, among others, are all discussing Artificial Intelligence (AI) and its ability to
transform the world we are living in today. The concept of AI was first brought up by Alan
Turing, a British mathematician based at the University of Manchester (whose
contribution to end World War II was dedicated in the movie, The Imitation Game played
by Benedict Cumberbatch) who discussed “thinking machine” and John McCarthy, an
American computer scientist who coined the term “artificial intelligence”, defining it as
“getting a computer to do things which, when done by people, are said to involve
intelligence” and who is known for his contributions in discovering AI, especially through
his path-breaking work, a report titled “Intelligent Machinery” in 1948 which later became
the foundation for other scientists in developing artificial intelligence. The first successful
AI programme was developed in 1951 in which it completed a game of checkers in decent
speed. AI has gone a long way since 1951 in which it has acquired more and more of human
intelligence and in 2017, for the first time, Google’s Deepmind AlphaGo programme
managed to defeat the world’s best Go player, Ke Jie. AI has revolutionized the
environment we live in today. AI exists not only in the form of manufacturing robots and
conversational marketing bot, it is also playing extensive roles in our digitalised daily lives.
As soon as we open Google as our search engine to do our online shopping, or have our
online classes in the current pandemic, AI is behind our digital activities, determining the
type of news we consume, the products we see and the way we connect with others
around the world. 

   AI can help young entrepreneurs, especially small businesses by reducing business costs
and increasing their ability to reach out to potential customers and clients. The
democratisation of business opportunities for all entrepreneurs at different levels is
contributed by AI’s ability to provide business management services at affordable price
such as email management and offer personal assistantship such as SIRI, CORTANA,
ALEXA and Google Now. It also reduces business management costs by providing apps
and software that enable affordable and efficient sales and business forecasting, security
surveillance and online customer support, among other things. It also permits
entrepreneurs to have systematic and coherent marketing strategies that allow them to
have insights about their targeted market population through digital footprints. By
understanding their target market, entrepreneurs can curate their content to suit the taste
of potential customers and clients. By utilising AI in their business as well, entrepreneurs
can develop consumers’ pattern of spending and predict consumer behaviour in the
future, developing suitable sales and marketing strategies. Studies have shown how AI
has helped in reducing business costs and increasing opportunities for businesses to
identify and exploit opportunities presented by the social media, the internet and the
Internet of Things (IoT), the latter being the physical network of systems that can connect
through the internet to exchange information. Therefore, AI presents unlimited
possibilities for young entrepreneurs to venture into various forms of business models.
Recognising that AI plays a crucial role in modern society, young entrepreneurs especially
should leverage AI to develop their business and increase the efficiency and effectiveness
of their business process.
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      The story of Khadija Khuwaylid could be seen as one of the most inspiring stories
where many women nowadays have benefitted from. To begin, Khadija was the
daughter of a successful merchant in the Quraysh tribe, Khuwaylid bin Asad. After the
death of her father, Khadija inherited the business and devoted herself to it. Her
ability and wisdom in her business made a very successful impact and it was among
the most profitable business among the Quraysh. This can be seen when she managed
to export her goods all the way to Syria with the help of her workers who diligently
travelled to widespread places. This shows that Khadija was a hardworking and an
ambitious leader besides her responsible workers who helped her. Hence, the
attributes of Khadija in conducting her business became the positive factors that
contributed to her successful business. 

     Khadija was also concerned about her workers where they must have good attitudes
such as honesty and trustworthiness to handle the goods. For instance, the
characteristics in Rasulullah (saw) which she saw made Khadija choose the Prophet
not only as her worker but also her partner in life. The consideration of the workers’
attitude in the mind of Khadija made her a good leader and this needs to be set as an
example for present day entrepreneurs. 

THE LIFE OF KHADIJA KHUWAYLID: 
THE FIRST MUSLIM BUSINESS WOMAN
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       To conclude, women empowerment in
various sectors, especially business and
entrepreneurship, needs to be done by
providing opportunities to all, especially
women as leaders. The history of Muslim
women as entrepreneurs must also be
highlighted as they become role models.
Islam has recognized and encouraged all
people to earn lawful money as well as
have good personality where both are
crucial in business or other financial
sectors. As stated in the Qur’an (62: 10).

Then when the (Jumu’ah) Salat (prayer) is
ended, you may disperse through the land, and
seek the bounty of Allah (by working), and
remember Allah much, that you may be
successful.

The role of women in business is equally as important as
men’s. However, the reality of women’s involvement in
business in the past could be seen as unobtainable
because of societal understanding at that time. Hence,
the contributions of Muslim women in the early time of
Islam are very significant because Islam changes the
perspective of people towards women and highlights that
women should also be given the opportunity, especially in
becoming leaders in business. 
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THE CANVAS THAT SHINES

Lina Arts came about in 2020 when it was just a project assigned by my
lecturer in my final year of undergraduate programme. At first, I did not
know what to sell for the project. Most of my classmates chose food
items but I was not interested in that. Then, I started to think about
selling my artwork. There were a few queries at first before everything
started, for instance, whether my product is sellable especially because it
is not food which is a fast selling item. However, I still kept on going
with my choice as the first step in developing my passion for the
business world. All the processes were guided in the course; even though
the nature of my artwork is different, my lecturer kept on guiding me
until now. I am forever grateful to her. 
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SUCCESS STORY

Nur Lina Khalida Johaidi
Founder  @linaa.rts
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 My advice is that you just have to be brave in
doing something that is out of your comfort

zone. You will never know ‘that something’ will
make you shine if you do not try!

       Then, I realized that due to the different nature of my artwork business, my
approach should also be different. I had to be brave in taking new steps in sowing
love. I managed to enter an online exhibition under Selangor Youth Communality
(SAY) and sold one of my paintings. Then, the journey started to move in the right
direction when I got another painting sold at RM550. The price just kept getting
higher. It scared me to see the number when I did sell the paintings. The feelings
were a mixture of both nervousness and excitement. 

   Now, I have taken another big step when I managed to enter an international
online auction for artwork under deNFT for arts. There are no words that I could
describe for successfully entering the auction. Currently, I have two paintings on
live online auctions on Polygon.unique.one.com which last for two weeks. The
prices for both paintings start at USD142. I know the process of finding the right
path is slow but it does not mean I have to give up. I am still working on it, even
right now. Your time will come too. Just do not give up on what you love. My advice
is that you just have to be brave in doing something that is out of your comfort
zone. You will never know ‘that something’ will make you shine if you do not try!

   The nature of my artwork is physical painting and it is acrylic
on canvas. I love what I do in this type of painting. Personally, it
is also a self-healing process. To bring the passion out of my
comfort zone is not easy at all. In other words, “selling inner self
towards others”. There will always be challenges along the
journey, from the beginning until now; from the point of
determining the pricing, marketing and finding the right
platform. Well, not everyone is an art lover, unlike food where
everyone can be your prospective customer. I had to find the
customers on my own. I started to sell small paintings at cheap
prices. At first, I did manage to get buyers from among my
friends and family by just promoting on Instagram. Unlike other
sellers, selling on Shopee can increase their income but not for
me. I did not manage to sell even one. It took time to find the
right platform. Fortunately, my first big painting was sold at
RM250 and that was it! 
 



     E-mail: kent_kirkhs@iium.edu.my
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